Folktales - J 398.2 by author

• The Hunter: a Chinese folktale, retold by Mary Casanova
• Two of Everything: a Chinese folktale, retold by Lily Toy Hong
• Yeh-Shen: a Cinderella story from China, by Al-Ling Louie
• The Luminous Pearl: a Chinese folktale, by Betty L. Torre
• Lin Yi’s Lantern: a Moon Festival Tale, by Brenda Williams and Benjamin Lacombe
• Dragon Prince: a Chinese Beauty and the Beast tale, by Laurence Yep
• Lon Po Po and The Lost Horse, by Ed Young

Chapter Books - J by author

• Books by Grace Lin, including Starry River of the Sky and The Year of the Dog
• Little White Duck: a Childhood in China, a graphic novel by Na Liu and Andres Vera Martinez
• Books by Lenore Look, including the Alvin Ho series and the Ruby Lu series
• In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson, by Bette Bao Lord
• Dragon Wishes by Stacey Nyikos
• Millicent Min, Girl Genius, by Lisa Yee
• Stanford Wong Flunks Big Time, by Lisa Yee
• Child of the Owl & others by Laurence Yep

More information about THE BIG READ and all of the Library’s BIG READ events can be found at jmrl.org/bigread
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Family Reading

Picture Books - JP by author except as noted

By Amy Tan:
- The Chinese Siamese Cat
- The Moon Lady
- Daisy Comes Home, by Jan Brett
- Ruby’s Wish, by Shirin Yim Bridges
- My First Chinese New Year, by Karen Katz
- 1, 2, 3, Go! by Huy Voun Lee
- Bringing in the New Year, by Grace Lin
- Ling & Ting: Not Exactly the Same!, by Grace Lin (JE Lin)
- A New Year’s Reunion, by Yu Li-Qiong
- Auntie Yang’s Great Soybean Picnic, by Ginnie Lo
- Henry’s First-Moon Birthday, by Lenore Look
- Uncle Peter’s Amazing Chinese Wedding, by Lenore Look
- Beautiful Warrior: the Legend of Nun’s King Fu, by Emily Arnold McCully (J McCully)
- The Pet Dragon: a story about Adventure, Friendship, and Chinese Characters, by Christoph Niemann
- Red Butterfly: How a Princess Smuggled the Secret of Silk out of China, by Deborah Noyes
- Red is a Dragon, by Roseanne Thong
- Apple Pie 4th of July, by Janet S. Wong
- Hannah is my Name, by Belle Yang
- Coolies, by Yin
- Beyond the Great Mountains, by Ed Young
- Voices of the Heart, by Ed Young (JP 179.9 Young)

(More books on the back!)